
19. Spontaneous Flowers.

Materials: 
Staedtler black permanent pen

Arches 140# cold press paper


The style of painting flowers that I am sharing today 
is very appealing and will help you on your way to 
painting fresh, free and spontaneous florals.  There 
are many ways to accomplish this ‘alla prima” look, 
but the easiest is to paint on a wet surface.    Most 
watercolor painters are concerned about painting 
both the positive and the negative space, but this 
lesson focuses only on the positive shapes.  The so 
called “negative” areas just happens by the moving 
wet paint.  I drew the subject with a permanent black 
ink pen.  Then I “randomly” wet the background and 
as I added the watercolor, it just flowed into this wet 
space.  This creates soft and hard edges that adds 
variety.  I also like to throw the paint to keep this 
spontaneous look.  This throwing technique also 

creates hard white shapes in your focal area.  

Step by step instructions:


1. Draw your image using a permanent pen.  Randomly wet
around the shapes of the flowers and the leaves.  Then throw
the scarlet lake color into the dry areas of the geraniums.
The throw alizarin crimson to form the darkest reds.
Because this area of the paper is dry, this will save white
shapes.  Paint some of the outer flower shapes  around the
geraniums and allow this soft color to bleed into the
background.

2. Paint directly on the dry leave shapes with a primary
yellow.  I used Windsor yellow.



3. Now paint quinacridone gold on and over the Windsor
yellow.  Finally add Antwerp blue over the yellow and gold
and still restraining yourself to save some whites.

4. Make a dark green by combining one part quinacridone
burnt orange and two parts Antwerp blue.  Select only a few
dark areas on the leaves.

5. Paint the pot with quinacridone burnt orange.  Add
additional cobalt blue for more darks.



More Examples of this style of painting flowers spontaneously.   




